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In the data mining of road networks, trajectory clustering of moving objects plays an important role in many applications. Most
existing algorithms for this problem are based on every position point in a trajectory and face a signiﬁcant challenge in dealing
with complex and length-varying trajectories. This paper proposes a grid-based whole trajectory clustering model (GBWTC) in
road networks, which regards the trajectory as a whole. In this model, we ﬁrst propose a trajectory mapping algorithm based
on grid estimation, which transforms the trajectories in road network space into grid sequences in grid space and forms grid
trajectories by recognizing and eliminating redundant, abnormal, and stranded information of grid sequences. We then design
an algorithm to extract initial clustering centers based on density weight and improve a shape similarity measuring algorithm
to measure the distance between two grid trajectories. Finally, we dynamically allocate every grid trajectory to the best clusters
by the nearest neighbor principle and an outlier function. For the evaluation of clustering performance, we establish a
clustering criterion based on the classical Silhouette Coeﬃcient to maximize intercluster separation and intracluster
homogeneity. The clustering accuracy and performance superiority of the proposed algorithm are illustrated on a real-world
dataset in comparison with existing algorithms.

1. Introduction
With the advancement of Global Position System (GPS)
technology and the growing economy, people’s travel is
becoming fast and convenient. The massive position and
movement information of moving objects are generated continuously, forming large-scale trajectory data. It is of great
academic signiﬁcance and commercial value to mine the
underlying distribution information and the evolvement
rules, such as urban function partition (Niu et al. [1]), traﬃc
jam prediction (Yu et al. [2]), and privacy protection (Wang
et al. [3]). In addition, some classical trajectory clustering
algorithms such as DBSCAN (Ester et al. [4]) are widely used
in anomaly trajectory detection and anomaly event preven-

tion (Belhadi et al. [5], Belhadi et al. [6], Djenouri et al.
[7]). As a signiﬁcant branch of trajectory data mining, trajectory clustering mainly divides trajectory with high similarity
or small distance into one cluster. The main purpose of trajectory clustering is to ﬁnd representative path or the common moving tendency of diﬀerent moving objects and
extract human behavioral pattern and distribution rules of
hot events contained in massive information.
In recent years, a large number of trajectory clustering
studies have been published, which can be divided into three
categories: trajectory points clustering, subtrajectories clustering, and whole trajectories clustering. Trajectory point
clustering partitions are with similar GPS points into the
same cluster based on the similarity criteria. Subtrajectory
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Figure 1: The comparison between subtrajectories clustering and whole trajectories clustering. (a) 9 trajectories in the road network.
(b) Partitioning trajectories and subtrajectory clustering result. (c) Whole trajectory clustering result.

clustering ﬁrstly divides the whole trajectory into several trajectory segments according to the time stamp, the direction
of trajectory points, and road condition and then clusters
the trajectory segments based on the similarity between
them, while whole trajectory clustering directly forms clusters by calculating the similarity between the whole trajectories. Trajectory point clustering is more applied to extract
hotspots. Clustering based on subtrajectories tends to mine
movement patterns within a speciﬁc period or road segment,
but the unit of whole trajectories clustering is much wider in
the range of time and space, so this approach can reﬂect the
complete movement trend and rule of trajectories, and the
continuous and whole trajectory in the road network shows
the connection between the trajectory owner and the external world. That is to say, the whole trajectory clustering
can provide more comprehensive support for analyzing different movement patterns in a day and predicting users’ next
travel information. Figure 1(a) shows 9 trajectories in the
road network, which are marked with diﬀerent colors.
Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show the clustering results by the subtrajectory clustering algorithms and the whole trajectory
clustering algorithm for the 9 trajectories in Figure 1(a). In
both ﬁgures, the same color trajectories are in the same cluster. As can be seen from Figures 1(b) and 1(c), these 9 trajectories are clustered by the classic subtrajectory clustering
algorithms TraClus [8] and the classic whole trajectory clustering algorithm GridCSD-TraceMob (Han et al. [9]), and
they are partitioned into 4 clusters. In Figure 1(b), those
marked black squares in some trajectories are the turning
points where the trajectories are divided into a series of subtrajectories based on angular oﬀset of adjacent trajectory
points and road segments by the algorithm TraClus. In
Figure 1(b), it can be observed that the subtrajectories clustering algorithm mines the local trajectory information
located in subroad segment but ignores the complete movement rules of objects. However, the whole trajectory clustering treats the trajectory as a complete path, which can better
reﬂect the overall information of the trajectory, as shown in
Figure 1(c).

Most of the existing whole trajectories clustering algorithms usually take K-means [10], DBSCAN, and other basic
clustering algorithms as the premise and introduce or
improve diﬀerent trajectories distance measurement standards to complete the partition of similar trajectories. Yanagisawa et al. [11] represented the trajectory data as the
directed line segments in space and deﬁned the similarity
between trajectories as the Euclidean distance between the
directed discrete lines, but the algorithm can only compare
the trajectories with the same time interval or the same
length. To solve this problem, several methods based on
warping distance are deﬁned in literatures [12, 13], while
Lin and Su [14] propose a method to compare the space
shape of trajectory. But these methods still rely on all the
position points in trajectories and assume that these points
are accurately collected in the road network, while Gariel
et al. [15] reorganized the trajectory sequences by identifying
the turning points in the trajectory or using the resampling
of principal component analysis and the augmented trajectory method and then partitioned similar trajectories based
on representative sequences. Although the whole trajectory
clustering is well completed in this method, it is not suitable
for the vehicle trajectories with very irregular moving process under road network constraints, and the clustering
results are limited by the accuracy of the extraction of trajectory representative sequence.
In this paper, the concept of grid cell space is introduced,
and a whole trajectory clustering model in road network environment is proposed. Firstly, the sequence of trajectory points
in road network space is mapped to grid trajectory based on
grid cell space and grid estimation algorithm. Secondly, the
center density rule and shape similarity measure are introduced to extract the initial cluster centers, and ﬁnally, the outlier function and nearest neighbor principle are combined to
dynamically adjust and update the clusters of grid trajectory.
The key information of the original trajectory in the road network is retained, and the clustering results with high accuracy
are obtained, while solving the problem of large amount of trajectory data and their complex structure.
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In sum, our work makes the following technical contributions to the area of trajectory clustering:
(i) A grid cell space is deﬁned for the scattered and
changing trajectory data, and an eﬀective mapping
algorithm based on grid estimation is designed to
transform the complex trajectories in the road network space into the plane grid trajectories in the
grid cell space with the original spatial structure
preserved
(ii) A clustering algorithm of whole grid trajectories
is proposed based on center density rule, shape
similarity measure, and anomaly function. The
algorithm can accurately identify the abnormal
trajectories in the dataset and quickly and eﬃciently divide the grid trajectories into clusters
(iii) A mapping-clustering-veriﬁcation framework provides a trajectory clustering analysis model with a
Silhouette index-based criterion for clustering performance evaluation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
conducts a survey of related work. The whole trajectory
clustering problem is deﬁned in Section 3. The design of a
grid-based whole trajectory clustering model (GBWTC) in
road networks is detailed in Section 4. We present experimental results in Section 5 and conclude our work in Section 6.

2. Related Work
Trajectory clustering is mainly divided into point-based
clustering, subtrajectories clustering, and whole trajectories
clustering. The point-based approaches take GPS points as
the basic unit for clustering. The trajectory spatial aggregation pattern is mined and analyzed based on the sparse
and dense spatial distribution of vehicle trajectory points,
to extract hot area information or key road information.
Qiu and Wang [16] improved the structure of the DBSCAN
method by combining the position and orientation of the
trajectory points, proposed the O-DBSCAN algorithm to
divide the entire trajectory point set into representative clusters, and used Gestalt’s law to infer the route map. Lu et al.
[17] made a breakthrough from the DBSCAN algorithm,
redeﬁning the core neighborhood and core objects in the
DBSCAN algorithm, introduced a kernel function to measure the similarity between trajectory points, and ﬁnally
extracted road segments based on the optimized DBSCAN
structure information. Yan-Wei et al. [18] further extended
the related terminology of DBSCAN, introduced the concept
of density through grid cells, converted DBSCAN’s extended
clustering based on the density of data points to an extended
cluster based on the density of cell, and proposed a simple
and eﬃcient fast density clustering algorithm CBSCAN.
The algorithm can quickly ﬁnd clustering patterns and
noises of arbitrary shapes in location big data. Diﬀerent from
Qiu and Lu, Yu et al. [19] proposed a grid density algorithm
based on trajectory points to identify hot spots in diﬀerent
periods of time and used spatiotemporal trajectory cluster-
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ing methods to mine frequent paths between hot spots.
Although the clustering of trajectory points is convenient,
concise, and easy to understand, its essence destroys the time
continuity of the trajectory. At the same time, it increases the
clustering cost due to the similarity calculation of the time
complexity of the Cartesian product between the trajectory
points in the most of point-based clustering algorithms.
The concept of subtrajectory clustering ﬁrst appeared in
the TraClus [8] algorithm proposed by Lee and Han. The
algorithm divides the trajectory into several trajectory
segments based on the principle of minimum description
length and clusters these trajectory segments based on the
DBSCAN algorithm and Euclidean distance. The algorithm
has a good eﬀect on hurricane data and animal migration
data, but the results have not been very good on real road
trajectory datasets, and there are problems such as many
clustering parameters and parameter sensitivity. At present,
there are a lot of researches to correct these shortcomings,
such as the ATCGD algorithm (Mao et al. [20]), NEAT algorithm (Binh Han et al. [21]), and LBTC algorithm (Niu et al.
[22]). The ATCGD algorithm maps the divided subtrajectory segments to the grid cell space, then calculates the number of trajectory segments in the grid cell and the distance of
the trajectory segments based on this mapping space, adaptively determines the parameters based on the DBSCAN
method, and ﬁnally completes the clustering. The NEAT
algorithm comprehensively considers the speed, ﬂow, density, and other factors of the trajectory. By revising the
Hausdorﬀ distance calculation formula, the calculation of
the vertical distance, parallel distance, and angular distance
between all the line segments of the two subtrajectory sets
in the TraClus algorithm is transformed into the distance
between the endpoints of two representative trajectories.
The ﬂow clusters are combined according to the revised ﬂow
distance calculation formula by optimizing the distance
between the two ﬂow clusters. However, the road segments
are mainly clustered in this algorithm through the traﬃc
ﬂow, and user trajectories are not speciﬁcally clustered, so
it cannot accurately mine a large amount of user trajectory
clustering information. Kumar et al. [23] proposed the
Fast-clusiVAT algorithm for this deﬁciency of NEAT. First,
the trajectory is decomposed into a directed graph or an
undirected graph. In the process of executing the DTW
algorithm, a step is added of using the Dijkstra algorithm
to calculate the shortest path between two trajectory segments within a speciﬁed range. Moreover, this algorithm
can accurately ﬁnd the trajectory clusters in the dense area
of the real road network, but it cannot solve the multidimensional problem of the trajectory. Bermingham and Lee [24]
proposed a highly versatile n-dimensional data clustering
algorithm and an arbitrary-dimensional representative trajectory extraction algorithm within a cluster, which can cluster
any number of trajectory datasets and express valuable, previously unknown higher dimensional trajectory patterns.
In addition, some subtrajectory clustering algorithms
expand around subtrajectories, and they generally need to
calculate the distance between each point on the subtrajectory and ﬁnally add the weights of several diﬀerent distances.
For example, Salarpour and Khotanlou [25] used spectral
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clustering to segment the trajectory, proposed a trajectory
description method based on the change of the subtrajectory
direction, and measured the similarity of the described trajectory based on the time warping matching algorithm. Taking into account the uncertainty of trajectory data, Guo et al.
[26] proposed a similarity measurement method based on an
amended ellipse model, referred to as UTSM, to reduce the
interpolation error and positioning error. This method has
good robustness and tolerance to abnormal data and noise.
In order to clearly describe the diﬀerence between the subtrajectories of a moving target, Liu and Zhang [27] proposed
a distance measurement method between subtrajectories
based on time, space, and direction, but this method ignores
the key factor of moving speed. Yu et al. [28] put forward a
multifeature subtrajectory similarity measurement method
which comprehensively considered the subtrajectory’s direction, speed, time, and space location. Trajectory segments
are used as the basic unit of similarity evaluation in the subtrajectory clustering algorithm, which reduces the clustering
cost to a certain extent and more comprehensively considers
the characteristics of trajectory data to accurately identify
local diﬀerences in trajectories. However, the segmented feature points are diﬃcult to identify and easy to lose, so the
subtrajectory clustering algorithm is not good at mining
users’ complete travel rules, and the clustering result is also
easily aﬀected by the segmentation method.
The whole trajectory clustering is to use the whole trajectory as a clustering unit from a more macroperspective,
deﬁne diﬀerent whole trajectory similarity evaluation
methods according to the scene, and cluster trajectories to
mine their information. Domingo-Ferrer and TrujilloRasua [29] proposed a trajectory similarity measurement
algorithm spatially and temporally and clustered the trajectories through a microaggregation algorithm, while [30]
comprehensively considered the spatial, temporal, and
shaped characteristics of the trajectories to calculate the similarity between trajectories, and a greedy clustering algorithm is proposed based on this, but it needs to traverse all
points in the trajectory to calculate the distance between
the trajectories, which consumes more memory. In order
to reduce computational cost and improve eﬃciency, Pan
et al. [31] used speciﬁc sampling of the complete trajectory
and evaluated the similarity between the trajectories based
on the sampling points and their density. Experiments show
that this method can signiﬁcantly improve the whole trajectory clustering eﬃciency while ensuring the accuracy of clustering. The TAD algorithm (Yang et al. [32]) was eﬀective
for various complex or special trajectories with longduration gaps by introducing a noise tolerance fact to evaluate and deal with the inﬂuence of noise. Wang et al. [33]
proposed a novel vehicle trajectory clustering method based
on dynamic network representation learning which can
avoid biased results. Stefan et al. [34] proposed a time series
distance measurement method MSM based on edit distance,
which deﬁnes the three steps of move, split, and merge to
calculate the cost of mutual conversion between two time
series. However, this method is only suitable for simple time
series, not for complex or long trajectory series. Yao et al.
[35] used a sliding window to extract the movement features
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of each attribute of the input trajectory and convert it into a
feature sequence. The quality representation of each trajectory is obtained by a convolutional neural network, and
ﬁnally, high-quality trajectory clusters are obtained. However, the automatic encoding of trajectories by deep learning
belongs to supervised learning, and it is diﬃcult to be widely
used in trajectory data lacking label information. Han et al.
[9] proposed the whole trajectory algorithm TRACEMOB,
which uses the coincidence rate of the trajectory in the grid
as the basis for the trajectory similarity and converts the distance in the grid space into a d-dimensional Euclidean space.
Finally, the K-means-based algorithm is used to complete
the clustering. But the algorithm does not screen abnormal
trajectories or trajectory points and requires secondary mapping before clustering, which is ineﬃcient and easy to cause
errors.
The whole trajectory clustering algorithm regards the
trajectory as a whole and ensures the integrity of the trajectory compared to the trajectory point clustering and subtrajectory clustering. This algorithm has achieved good results
in trajectory clustering. However, the above methods lack
eﬀective trajectory preprocessing steps and concise and fast
trajectory similarity measurement. In addition, most of them
only focus on the accuracy of clustering and neglect their
application in the actual road network. For these limitations,
we propose a grid-based whole trajectory clustering model in
the road network environment, which is aimed at solving the
problem of ineﬃcient clustering caused by redundant trajectory points in the road network and inaccurate positioning.
Without destroying the internal structure of the trajectory,
the complete trajectory is accurately divided into corresponding clusters.

3. Problem Statement
3.1. Trajectory. A trajectory Tr i of any object in road
networks is represented by a list of spatiotemporal points
sampled at equal time intervals, denoted as Tri = hp1 , p2 , ⋯,
p j , ⋯, pn i, where p j = ððx j , y j Þ, t j Þ represents the geographic
location coordinates ðx j , y j Þ of the moving object and t j is
the time stamp recorded when the moving object passes
through the location point.
According to the above deﬁnition, we formulate the
problem of trajectories clustering as follows. Given a set of
trajectories TS = fTr1 , Tr2 , ⋯, Trp g, it is divided into N C
diﬀerent clusters C = fC 1 , C 2 , ⋯, C N C g. The quality of clustering is usually evaluated by intercluster separation and
intracluster homogeneity [36]. In general, a larger intercluster separation and a higher degree of intracluster homogeneity indicate a more accurate clustering. In this work, we
adopt the Silhouette Coeﬃcient (SI) which is widely used
in clustering validation, to measure the clustering quality
of road networks.
The method of Silhouette Coeﬃcient combines the
degree of separation and homogeneity to measure the similarity between any trajectory Tri and other trajectories of
its cluster, and the similarity of other trajectories of diﬀerent
clusters. Speciﬁcally, the Silhouette Coeﬃcient is deﬁned as
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∣C i ∣

1
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b ð j Þ − a ð jÞ
,
〠
〠
N C i=1 ∣C i ∣ j=1 max ðað jÞ, bð jÞÞ

ð1Þ

where ∣C i ∣ is the number of trajectories in C i , aðjÞ is the
average distance between trajectory Tr j and other trajectories in the same cluster, and bðjÞ is the minimum average
distance between trajectory Tr j and other clusters. Note that
the distance here is calculated by the edit distance of grid trajectories algorithm (EDG). The average of the Silhouette
Coeﬃcients of all trajectories in TS is the total SI of the clustering result [37]. The value of SI ranges from −1 to 1, and
the closer to 1, the better homogeneity and separation are.
We formally deﬁne the road trajectory clustering optimization problem as follows:
Given a set of trajectories {Tr 1 , Tr2 , ⋯, Tr p }, our goal is
to process trajectories and abnormal data, to divide the trajectories into groups {C 1 , C 2 , ⋯, C N C } under the deﬁned
similarity criteria, and to output each cluster of trajectories
so that the value of SI is close to 1.
In fact, the traditional trajectory clustering based on road
networks divides the trajectories located in the same road
segment into a group, while ignoring the trajectories located
in diﬀerent road segments but close to each other, as shown
in Figure 2. In addition, there may be some subroad segments in a road segment, and the distance between trajectories in the same subroad segment is smaller than that in
diﬀerent subroad segments. However, these trajectories are
divided into the same cluster since they all share the same
road segment. Therefore, it is unreasonable to cluster vehicle
trajectories only based on road segments, so we introduce a
whole trajectory clustering model based on grid cell space to
solve these problems.

4. A Grid-Based Whole Trajectory Clustering
Model: GBWTC
This section will elaborate the proposed grid-based whole
trajectory clustering model in road network environment,
referred to as GBWTC, from the two stages of grid trajectory

serialization and overall clustering algorithm based on grid
trajectory. The speciﬁc ﬂowchart is shown in Figure 3.
Phase 1 for grid trajectory serialization is as follows:
based on the trajectory mapping algorithm, the trajectories
in road network space are transformed into grid sequences
in grid space, and the redundant, abnormal, and stranded
information of grid sequences are eliminated to form the
representative sequence of trajectories, i.e., grid trajectories.
While retaining the key information of the original trajectory, they can express the moving trend of the trajectories
concisely and accurately.
Phase 2 for overall clustering based on grid trajectory is
as follows: in the grid trajectory serialization phase, the original trajectory clustering problem in road network is transformed into an overall clustering problem of plane grid
trajectory. While K-means is taken as the core in this stage,
and the center density rule, shape similarity measure, and
outlier function are introduced to deal with the whole clustering of grid trajectories in plane space.
4.1. Grid Trajectory Serialization. Grid trajectory serialization (gridTrS) is the process of transforming trajectories
from road network space into grid space. This section ﬁrst
gives the following deﬁnitions to better describe the process:
Grid space: given a set of trajectories TS = fTr1 , Tr2 , ⋯,
Tr p g, the grid space is the minimum boundary rectangle
required to cover any trajectory in TS, deﬁned as RðGÞ = Rec
tðL, WÞ, where L = lat max − lat min and W = lonmax − lonmin ,
which is the actual geographic coordinate range of the trajectory set TS. lat max and lonmax are the maximum x and y coordinates of all trajectory points in TS, and lat min and lonmin are
the minimum x and y coordinates of all trajectory points in TS.
Grid cell space: given grid space RðGÞ and grid cell size
gridsize, grid cell space is a square with gridsize side length
in the grid space, deﬁned as

SG ðRðGÞ, gridsizeÞ = gm,n : 1 ≤ m ≤ longrid, 1 ≤ n ≤ latgrid,

gm,n = Rect ðgridsize, gridsizeÞ ,

ð2Þ
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where longrid = dL/gridsizee, latgrid = dw/gridsizee, d:e is
rounding up the value, and gm,n denotes a grid cell with gr
idsize of the length and width in row m and column n of
SG ðRðGÞ, gridsizeÞ.
Given a set of trajectories TS = fTr 1 , Tr 2 , ⋯, Tr p g, we
ﬁrst extract grid space RðGÞ and divide RðGÞ based on the
given gridsize to form grid cell space SG ðRðGÞ, gridsizeÞ.
Secondly, every trajectory Tr i in the TS is mapped to grid
cell space SG ðRðGÞ, gridsizeÞ-based mapping relationship,
and each GPS point pðx, y, tÞ in the trajectory Tr i falls into
the grid cell gm,n corresponding to its position, where the
mapping relationship between pðx, y, tÞ and gm,n is deﬁned
as

8
ðx − lat min Þ
>
>
,
>

 < gridsize
ð3Þ
f pðx, y, t Þ, gm,n = 

>
y
−
lon
ð
Þ
>
min
>
,
:
gridsize
where x,y are the geographic coordinates of point p, lat min
and lonmin are the minimum values of the x and y coordinates of all trajectory points in TS, and d:e is rounding up
the value. Any trajectory Tri = hp1 , p2 , ⋯, pk , ⋯, ph i can
obtain the corresponding grid cell sequence representing
the trajectory points, referred to as gridTr i , i.e., the grid trajectory gridTr i = hcim1 ,n1 , cim2 ,n2 , ⋯, cimk ,nk , ⋯, cimh ,nh i, where
cimk ,nk is the grid cell mapped by the trajectory point pk on
the gridTri , and mk , nk represent the row and column numbers of the grid in SG ðRðGÞ, gridsizeÞ, respectively, i is the
unique identiﬁer of gridTri . However, grid trajectory will
be redundant, and the clustering cost will increase if several
trajectory points are mapped to the same grid cell. Figure 4
shows grid trajectory gridTr 1 = hc1m1 ,n1 , c1m2 ,n2 , ⋯, c1m16 ,n16 i
mapped by trajectory Tr1 in grid cell space SG , i.e., gridTr 1
= hg3,4 , g3,4 , g3,4 , g2,4 , g2,4 , g2,3 , g2,3 , g2,3 , g2,2 , g2,2 , g2,2 , g2,1 ,
g2,1 , g1,1 , g1,1 , g1,1 i. There are many duplicate grid cells in
the grid trajectory because many points map the same grid
cell; besides, the trajectory points are easy to drift due to
the inﬂuence of the collected signals. Therefore, this paper
proposes a trajectory mapping algorithm based on grid estimation (TMGE). This method combines the characteristics
of grid cell space and further identiﬁes and eliminates the
abnormal, redundant, and stranded grid cells based on the
grid trajectory and completes the data structure optimization of the grid trajectory.
Speciﬁcally, TMGE ﬁrst forms grid trajectories set GTS
= fgridTr1 , gridTr 2 , ⋯, gridTrp g corresponding to TS = f
Tr 1 , Tr 2 , ⋯, Tr p g based on grid cell space and the mapping
relationship. Then, any grid cell cimo ,no is selected from any
grid trajectory gridTri in GTS, and its previous grid cell
cimo−1 ,no−1 in gridTr i is conﬁrmed if it is the same as cimo ,no . If
they are the same, grid cell cimo ,no is judged as the redundant
cell and is removed from the grid trajectory gridTri . If they
are not same, grid cell cimo ,no is conﬁrmed if it is adjacent to
its previous grid cell cimo−1 ,no−1 and next grid cell cimo+1 ,no+1 . If
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Figure 4: Trajectory Tr 1 is mapped to grid cell space.

they are not adjacent, i.e., cimo ,no ∉ Adjaðcimo−1 ,no−1 Þ and cimo ,no
∉ Adjaðcimo+1 ,no+1 Þ, grid cell cimo ,no is judged as abnormal or
outlier cell and is removed from gridTr i , where the set of
adjacent grid cells Adjaðcimo ,no Þ of cimo ,no are the grid cells with
the same row(column) as cimo ,no and whose column (row)
spacing diﬀerence is 1 with cimo ,no . Adjaðcimo ,no Þ is denoted as


Adja cimo ,no = cmk ,nk ðjmk − mo j = 1&nk = no Þ
 ∣ ðjnk − no j = 1&mk = mo Þg:

ð4Þ

As is shown in Figure 5, TMGE ﬁrst maps trajectory T
r 2 = hp1 , p2 , ⋯, p13 i to grid trajectory gridTr2 = hc2m1 ,n1 ,
c2m2 ,n2 , ⋯, c2m13 ,n13 i = hg2,1 , g2,1 , g2,2 , g2,3 , g3,2 , g2,3 , g2,4 , g2,3 ,
g2,4 , g2,3 , g2,4 , g3,4 , g3,4 i. Then, each redundant or abnormal
grid cell of gridTr 2 is identiﬁed and processed. Figure 5(b)
shows c2m2 ,n2 mapped by point p2 is redundant grid cell and
is removed from gridTr2 , so the point p2 is drawn with dotted lines. Then, c2m3 ,n3 and c2m4 ,n4 are not identiﬁed to be either
redundant or abnormal cells, so they are retained in gridTr 2 .
However, as shown in Figure 5(c), c2m5 ,n5 mapped by point p5
is not adjacent to grid cells c2m4 ,n4 and c2m6 ,n6 . Figure 5(d)
shows grid trajectory gridTr2 = hg2,1 , g2,2 , g2,3 , g2,4 , g2,3 ,
g2,4 , g2,3 , g2,4 , g3,4 i by removing the abnormal grid cell
c2m5 ,n5 and redundant grid cells c2m2 ,n2 , c2m6 ,n6 , and c2m13 ,n13
from original gridTr 2 . In Figure 5(d), the points drawn
with dotted lines are redundant, and the points painted
with red are abnormal.
However, the subsequence hc2m4 ,n4 , c2m6 ,n6 , c2m7 ,n7 , c2m8 ,n8 ,
c2m9 ,n9 , c2m10 ,n10 i = hg2,3 , g2,4 , g2,3 , g2,4 , g2,3 , g2,4 i in gridTr2
moves repeatedly two adjacent cells g2,3 and g2,4 . Therefore,
there exist a few stranded cells in this subsequence. As
shown in Figure 6(a), only the ﬁrst and last grid cells in
the subsequence are retained, and the other grid cells of continuous repetition are deleted. In Figure 6(a), the points
enclosed by the larger ellipse drawn with dotted lines are
the removed stranded points, and all deleted points are
drawn with dotted lines. Figure 6(b) shows the grid trajectory gridTr 2 = hg2,1 , g2,2 , g2,3 , g2,4 , g3,4 i after processing,
the grid trajectory in Figure 6(b) is shown in Figure 6(c) with
the background of the highlighted grid cells, and the
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Figure 5: Identiﬁcation and processing of redundant cells and abnormal cells. (a) The trajectory Tr2 is mapped to the grid trajectory. (b)
Identiﬁcation of the redundant cell. (c) The adjacent grid cells. (d) Identiﬁcation and processing of the abnormal cell.

sequence of the highlighted grid cells covering gridTr2 is
hg2,1 , g2,2 , g2,3 , g2,4 , g3,4 i.
After the trajectory Tri = hp1 , p2 , ⋯, ph i in TS is mapped
and abnormal, redundant, and stranded grid cells in Tr i
are removed, the ﬁnal trajectory is denoted by gridTr i =
hcim1 ,n1 , cim2 ,n2 , ⋯, ciml ,nl i, where l ≤ h.
The pseudocode of the grid trajectory serialization
(gridTrS) algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1, in which
lines 2-5 add grid cells mapped by all points of Tr k in TS
to sgk , lines 6-10 remove the redundant and abnormal grid
cells from sgk , lines 11-19 remove stranded grid cells and
form the eventual grid trajectory gridTr k , and line 20 adds
gridTr k to the set of grid trajectories GTS.
4.2. Overall Clustering Based on Grid Trajectory. As one of
the most classic clustering algorithms, K-means is widely
used in the trajectory ﬁeld on account of its simplicity and
rapidity, and this algorithm can be completed quickly. However, the algorithm usually uses the trajectory point as the
basic unit, so it is not suitable for the whole trajectory clustering. On account of this, this paper proposes an overall
clustering algorithm based on grid trajectories with K
-means as the core. The algorithm is mainly divided into
the formation of initial cluster centers based on density
weights and the adjustment and update of clusters based
on the grid trajectory.

4.2.1. Formation of Initial Cluster Centers Based on Density
Weights. The formation of initial clustering centers based
on density weights is to extract the initial cluster centers
according to the generated grid trajectory set GTS. The clustering centers of original K-means algorithm are usually
selected based on random algorithms. Although it is easy
to understand and implement, the random selection of initial clustering mode may result in the clustering results not
easy to converge and inconsistent. Therefore, this paper proposes an algorithm to select initial cluster centers (SICC). In
this algorithm, the distance and density weight concept are
introduced to evaluate the probability of grid trajectories
becoming cluster centers. Speciﬁcally, given a set of grid trajectories GTS = fgridTr 1 , gridTr 2 , ⋯, gridTr p g and the
number of clusters k, SICC ﬁrst calculates the density Denð
gridTr i Þ of each grid trajectory gridTr i in the grid cell space,
and the trajectory with the maximum density is selected as
the ﬁrst initial clustering center. The density DenðgridTr i Þ
is speciﬁcally deﬁned as

DenðgridTr i Þ =




Den cim1 ,n1 + Den cim2 ,n2 +⋯+Den ciml ,nl
l

,

ð5Þ
where l is the length of grid trajectory gridTr i and Denðcim1 ,n1 Þ
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Figure 6: Processing of stranded cells and trajectories mapping based on grid estimation. (a) Identiﬁcation and processing of stranded cells.
(b) Trajectories mapping based on grid estimation. (c) The highlighted grid trajectory.

Input: TS = fTr1 , Tr 2 , ⋯, Tr p g
Output: GTS = fgridTr 1 , gridTr 2 , ⋯, gridTr p g
1: for each trajectory Tr k in TS (1 ≤ k ≤ p) do
2:
sgk = ϕ;
3:
n = sizeof ðTr k Þ;
4:
for each GPS point pl in Trk (1 ≤ l ≤ n) do
5:
Add ckml ,nl (grid cell mapped by pl ) to sgk ;
6:
for each grid cell ckml ,nl in sgk (2 ≤ l ≤ n) do
7:
if ckml ,nl = ckml−1 ,nl−1 then
8:
Remove ckml ,nl from sgk ;
9:
if ckml ,nl ∉ Adjaðckml−1 ,nl−1 Þ & ckml ,nl ∉ Adjaðckml+1 ,nl+1 Þ then
10:
Remove ckml ,nl from sgk ;
11:
gridTrk = ϕ;
12:
Add ckm1 ,n1 in sgk to gridTr k ;
13:
for each grid cell ckml ,nl in sgk (2 ≤ l ≤ sizeof ðsgk Þ) do
14:
s = sizeof ðgridTr k Þ;
15:
if s = 1 then
16:
if (ckml ,nl in sgk ) != (ckms ,ns in gridTr k ) then
17:
Add (ckml ,nl in sgk ) to gridTr k ;
18:
if s1 then
19:
if (ckml ,nl in sgk ) != (ckms−1 ,ns−1 in gridTrk ) & (ckml ,nl in sgk ) != (ckms ,ns in gridTrk ) then
20:
Add (ckml ,nl in sgk ) to gridTr k ;
21:
Add gridTrk to GTS;
22: return GTS
Algorithm 1: gridTrS.
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Input: GTS = fgridTr 1 , gridTr 2 , ⋯, gridTr p g
Output: Tg centersini
1: Tg num ⟵ p ; Tg dens = ϕ ; Tg centers = ϕ;
2: for i ⟵1 to Tg num do
3:
Calculate the density of each grid trajectory: CalculateTg densðiÞ;
4: sort the vector Tg dens in descending order;
5: Tg centersini ð1Þ ⟵ Tg densð1Þ;
6: for i ⟵1 to Tg num do
7:
For each grid trajectory in GTS, using EDG to calculate the distance between it and the selected cluster center: di ⟵ EDGð
Tg centersini ðselectedÞ, gridTri Þ;
8: To sum up all di : sdis ⟵ sumðdÞ; sden ⟵ sumðTgd ensÞ;
9: random ⟵ ðsdis /4Þ + ðsden /4Þ;
10: while random > 0 do
11:
random ⟵ random − di − Tg densðiÞ ; //i ∈ ½1, p
12: Tg centersini ðqÞ ⟵ i ; //q ∈ ½2, k
13: return Tg centersini
Algorithm 2: SICC.

is the density of the grid cell cim1 ,n1 , that is, the number of trajectory points on all trajectories contained in the cell.
Secondly, to follow the principle that the distance
between the initial cluster centers is as far as possible and
the grid trajectory density of the cluster centers is as large
as possible, the distance between the grid trajectories and
the cluster centers should be calculated. Since the classical
Euclidean distance cannot measure the distance between
grid trajectories with diﬀerent lengths, a new method based
on edit distance ([38, 39] is proposed to measure the shape
similarity between grid trajectories, referred to as EDG.


insert cimk ,nk , cmj h ,nh =

8
0,
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
< 1,
>
>
cmj h ,nh
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
: cj
mh ,nh

The following concepts are introduced before deﬁning this
method.
The insertion cost of grid cells: given two trajectory grids
gridTr i = hcim1 ,n1 , cim2 ,n2 , ⋯, cimk ,nk , ⋯, cimq ,nq i and gridTr j = h
j

j

j


isMerging cimk ,nk , cmj h ,nh

isMerging cimk ,nk , cmj h ,nh

· gid − cmj h+1 ,nh+1 · gid , isMerging cimk ,nk , cmj h ,nh

· gid − cimk ,nk · gid ,
isMerging cimk ,nk , cmj h ,nh

j

where e is the length of grid trajectory gridTr j , cmh ,nh · gid repj
cmh ,nh

resent the row and column numbers of
in SG , and k:k is
the Euclidean distance between them. In this paper, it is transformed into the sum of the absolute value of the diﬀerence of
j
each element to improve the eﬃciency. For example, kcmh ,nh
· gid − cimk ,nk · gidk = ∣ðmh − mk Þ ∣ +∣ðnh − nk Þ∣. In fact, the
Euclidean distance between the grid cells of diﬀerent grid

j

cm1 ,n1 , cm2 ,n2 , ⋯, cmh ,nh , ⋯, cme ,ne i, the insertion cost is to
j
insert a grid cell cmh ,nh in gridTr j into the grid sequence of
gridTr i . The cost of the insertion operation is deﬁned as
j
the Euclidean distance between the grid cell cmh ,nh in gridT
r j and the grid cell cimk ,nk being compared in gridTr i . It is
denoted as

= true&k ≥ 1,
= false&k1&h = e,
ð6Þ
= false&k1&h > 1,
= false&k ≥ 1,

trajectories is calculated as the insertion cost, and the grid trajectories in diﬀerent grid cells have certain distance by default,
so the grid trajectories are not considered which are still in the
adjacent interval and in the adjacent grid cells. If the case in
Figure 7(a) occurs, the distance between the two grid trajectories is very close when transforming gridTr u to gridTr v .
However, there will be a large error in the calculation results
due to the high operation costs in diﬀerent grid cells.
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Figure 7: Merging of grid cells. (a) The grid trajectories in the adjacent grid cells. (b) The condition of merging.

j

To solve this problem, isMergingðcimk ,nk , cmh ,nh Þ is introj

duced to determine whether the grid cells cimk ,nk and cmh ,nh
can be merged; the speciﬁc calculation formula is as follows:
8
>
<

true,
isMerging cimk ,nk , cmj h ,nh =
>
:
false,



 ∑r d i + ∑tb=0 d bj
cmj h ,nh ∈ Adja cimk ,nk &D si , s j = a=0 a
≤ gridsize,
r + t/2
other,

j

where cimk ,nk ð1 ≤ k ≤ qÞ and cmh ,nh ð1 ≤ h ≤ eÞ are two grid cells
located on gridTri and gridTr j and q and e are the lengths
of grid trajectory gridTr i and grid trajectory gridTr j ,
respectively. While subsequence si = hpi1 , ⋯, pir i in trajectoy
Tr i is contained in the grid cell cimk ,nk , where r is the number
of points in si , and subsequence s j = hp j1 , ⋯, p jt i in trajectoy
j

Tr j is contained in the grid cell cmh ,nh , similarly, t is the numj

ber of points in s j . ∑ra=0 d ia and ∑tb=0 db are the sum of the vertical Euclidean distances from each location point on
subsequences si and s j to the coincident boundaries of grid
j

cell cimk ,nk and cmh ,nh . If the value of distance Dðsi , s j Þ exceeds


replace cimk ,nk , cmj h ,nh =

j
cmh ,nh

gridsize, i.e., the size of the grid cell, the calculation will be
terminated. Subsequences si and s j can be regarded as
located in one grid cell if the grid cells can be merged, as
shown in Figure 7(b).
The replacement cost of grid cells: given two trajectory
grids gridTr i = hcim1 ,n1 , cim2 ,n2 , ⋯, cimk ,nk , ⋯, cimq ,nq i and gridT
j

j

j

j

cell cmh ,nh in gridTr j . The cost of the replacement operation
j

is deﬁned as the Euclidean distance between cimk ,nk and cmh ,nh .
It is denoted as

>
i
: cj
mh ,nh · gid − cmk ,nk · gid ,

is 0 if the grid cells merging condition in Equation (7)
is satisﬁed.
The deletion cost of grid cells: given two trajectory grids
gridTr i = hcim1 ,n1 , cim2 ,n2 , ⋯, cimk ,nk , ⋯, cimq ,nq i, the deletion cost

j

r j = hcm1 ,n1 , cm2 ,n2 , ⋯, cmh ,nh , ⋯, cme ,ne i, the replacement cost
is to transform a grid cell cimk ,nk speciﬁed in gridTr i to a grid

8
>
< 0,

where the replacement cost between grid cells cimk ,nk and

ð7Þ


is Merging cimk ,nk , cmj h ,nh = true,

is Merging cimk ,nk , cmj h ,nh = false,

ð8Þ

is to delete a grid cell speciﬁed in gridTr i .The cost of the
deletion operation is deﬁned as the Euclidean distance
between the current grid cell cimk ,nk to be deleted and the next
uncompleted cell cimk+1 ,nk+1 in the grid sequence of gridTr i . It
is denoted as
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Figure 8: Transformation between grid trajectories. (a) The insertion of grid cell. (b) The replacement of grid cells. (c) The deletion of grid
cell.

delete



cimk ,nk

=

8
< 1,

k = q,

: cim ,n · gid − cim ,n · gid ,
k k
k+1 k+1

1 < k ≤ q:
ð9Þ

Figure 8(a) shows the grid trajectory gridTr 1 = hc1m1 ,n1 ,
c1m2 ,n2 , ⋯, c1m6 ,n6 i = hg5,2 , g4,2 , g3,2 , g2,2 , g1,2 , g1,1 i and gridT
r 2 = hc2m1 ,n1 , c2m2 ,n2 , ⋯, c2m6 ,n6 i = hg5,4 , g4,4 , g3,4 , g3,5 , g2,5 , g1,5 i.
Suppose c1m4 ,n4 in gridTr 1 and c2m3 ,n3 in gridTr 2 are compared. If the grid cell c2m3 ,n3 is inserted in front of c1m4 ,n4 in

gridTr 1 , the insertion cost is ∣ð3 − 2Þ ∣ +∣ð4 − 2Þ∣ = 3.
Figure 8(b) shows that the grid cell c1m4 ,n4 in gridTr1 is
replaced by c2m3 ,n3 , and the cost of the replacement operation
is ∣ð3 − 2Þ ∣ +∣ð4 − 2Þ∣ = 3. Figure 8(c) shows that c1m4 ,n4 is
removed from the grid cell sequence of gridTr 1 , and the
deletion cost is ∣ð2 − 1Þ ∣ +∣ð2 − 2Þ∣ = 1.
To sum up, the edit distance from grid trajectory gridTr i
to gridTr j is the sum of the operation costs of insertion,
replacement, and deletion; EDGðgridTri , gridTr j Þ is deﬁned
as

8 e

>
>
>
〠 insert cimk ,nk , cmj h ,nh ,
>
>
>
>
h=1
>
>

 < q

EDG gridTr i , gridTr j = 〠 delete ci
>
mk ,nk ,
>
>
>
> k=1
>
n



o
>








>
>
: min EDG Rest ðgridTr i Þ, Rest gridTr j + replace cim ,n , cmj ,n , EDG gridTri , Rest gridTr j + insert cim ,n , cmj ,n , EDG Rest ðgridTri Þ, gridTr j + delete cim ,n
,
k k
h h
k k
h h
k k

q = 0,

e = 0,
otherwise,

ð10Þ

where cimk ,nk ð1 ≤ k ≤ qÞ is the kth grid cell in the trajectory
j
cmh ,nh

sequence of gridTri and
is the hth grid cell in the trajectory sequence of gridTr j . RestðgridTr i Þ is deﬁned as the
grid cells other than the compared grid cells in gridTr i , similarly, RestðgridTr j Þ is deﬁned as the grid cells other than
the compared grid cells in gridTr j . From formula (10), it
can be concluded that the higher the value of edit distance

between two grid trajectories, the more dissimilar they are,
otherwise, the higher the degree of similarity.
Finally, based on the ﬁrst initial cluster center that has
been determined, k − 1 centers of grid trajectory cluster with
larger distance and higher density are selected. A random
value random is set to fuse the density and distance of grid
trajectories, denoted as

8s +s
< den dis ,
b
random =
:
random − EDGðTg centersini ðselectedÞ, gridTr i Þ − DðgridTr i Þi ∈ ½1, p&i! = m,

ða Þ
ðb Þ

ð11Þ
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Input: gridTr1 = hc1m1 ,n1 , c1m2 ,n2 , ⋯, c1mN ,nN i, gridTr 2 = hc2m1 ,n1 , c2m2 ,n2 , ⋯, c2mM ,nM i
Output: EDGðgridTr 1 , gridTr2 Þ
1: Initialize the zeroth row and column of the N + 1 rows and M + 1 columns distance matrix D: D½0, 0 ⟵ 0;
2: for each row i ⟵1 to N do
3:
D½i, 0 ⟵ D½i − 1, 0 + deleteðc1mi ,ni Þ;
4: for each column j ⟵1 to M do
5:
D½0, j ⟵ D½0, j − 1 + insertðc1m0 ,n0 , c2m j ,n j Þ;
6: for each row i ⟵1 to N do
7: for each column j ⟵1 to M do
8:
D½i, j = min fD½i − 1, j − 1 + replaceðc1mi ,ni , c2m j ,n j Þ, D½i, j − 1 + insertðc1mi ,ni , c2m j ,n j Þ, D½i − 1, j + deleteðc1mi ,ni Þg;
9: return D½N, M
Algorithm 3: EDG.

Input: GTS = fgridTr 1 , gridTr2 , ⋯, gridTrp g, Predeﬁned number of trajectory clusters k, The initial clustering centers Tg centersini
Output: TgClusters, TgAbnormal
1: Initialize the parameter k;
2: iter ⟵ 0;
3: Tg Centers ⟵ Tg centersini ;
4: while Tg centerschanged ∣ iter ≤ 10 do
5: iter ⟵ iter + 1 ; TgClusters = ϕ ; TgAbnormal = ϕ;
6: for i ⟵1 to p do
7: if i ∉ Tg centers then
8: di ⟵ min ðEDGðTg Centers, gridTri ÞÞ and record the index q of Tg Centers;
9: if RðgridTri , TgClustersfqgÞ ≥ 0 then
10: TgClustersfqg ⟵ TgClustersfqg ∪ fig;
11: else
12: TgAbnormal ⟵ TgAbnormal ∪ fig;
13: for h ⟵1 to k do
14: numc ⟵ lengthðTgClustersfhgÞ
15: for i ⟵1 to numc do
16: for j ⟵i to numc do
17: dsumðiÞ ⟵ dsumðiÞ + distði, jÞ;
18: if dsumðiÞ < min fdsuming then
19: dsumin ⟵ dsumðiÞ;
20: ClustID ⟵ i;
21: Tg centersðhÞ ⟵ ClustID;
22: return TgClusters, TgAbnormal
Algorithm 4: GBWTC.

where sden is the sum of the density of the grid trajectories
other than clustering centers. EDGðTg centersini ðselectedÞ,
gridTr i Þ is the distance between the grid trajectory just
selected as the clustering center Tg centersini ðselectedÞ and
the grid trajectory of non clustering centers gridTr i , and
sdis is the sum of these distances, that is, sdis = sumðEDGðT
g centersini ðselectedÞ, gridTri ÞÞ. m is the index of the grid
trajectory just selected as the clustering center in GTS. In
formula (11)(a), the value of random is initialized, and after
repeated experiments, the value of b is set as 4; after assigning the initial value to random, the formula (11)(b) is executed until the value of random is less than 0, and the grid
trajectory is the next selected cluster center at this time.

The above steps are repeated until all initial cluster centers
are selected.
4.2.2. The Adjustment and Update of Clusters Based on the
Grid Trajectory. The adjustment and update of clusters
based on the grid trajectory are a process of dynamically
allocating the optimal clusters of grid trajectories according
to the nearest neighbor principle. After determining the
cluster centers, the traditional K-means method divides each
trajectory into the cluster which is closest to the trajectory,
but there is no determination of the abnormal trajectories
in the trajectory dataset in the iteration process. For this
problem, an outlier function RðgridTr i , Ca Þ is introduced
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to measure the inﬂuence of grid trajectory on other trajectories in cluster and determine whether the grid trajectory is
abnormal. If it is not abnormal, it will be added to the clus-
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ter; if it is, the grid trajectory is added to the abnormal trajectory set. The outlier function is speciﬁcally deﬁned as

8
d c min − EDGðgridTri , gridTrc Þ,
>
>
>
<0
1
RðgridTr i , C a Þ =


1
@
>
〠 EDG gridTr j , gridTrc A − EDGðgridTr i , gridTrc Þ,
>
>
: jCa j − 1 gridTr ∈C
j

∣Ca ∣ = 1,
∣Ca ∣ > 1,

ð12Þ

a

where d c min is the minimum distance between cluster centers. C a represents the cluster with the nearest cluster center
to the grid trajectory gridTr i , and gridTrc is the center of
the cluser Ca . ∣C a ∣ is the number of grid trajectories contained in cluster C a .
Speciﬁcally, the outlier function ﬁrst calculates the distance between the grid trajectory and the cluster center
and ﬁnds the nearest cluster center. Then, based on the average distance between all the other grid trajectories in the
cluster and the cluster center, the inﬂuence of the trajectory
on the existing structure of the cluster is numerically calculated. As shown in Equation (12), generally, the smaller the
value of RðgridTri , Ca Þ is, the smaller the inﬂuence of judging the grid trajectory as abnormal. If the value of RðgridT
r i , Ca Þ is less than 0, the grid trajectory will be marked as
abnormal.
The pseudocode of the grid-based whole trajectory clustering GBWTC is presented in Algorithm 4. There are
mainly two steps in the algorithm. Firstly, the related variables are initialized (lines 1-2), and the initial clustering centers determined by Algorithm 2 are assigned to the
clustering centers (line 3). Then, the clusters are adjusted
and updated based on the iterative process, and the clustering centers are updated after each iteration. If the conditions
are met, the clustering process will stop, and the trajectory
clusters and abnormal trajectory set will be output (lines 422). Speciﬁcally, according to the outlier function, it is determined whether each trajectory can be clustered into a cluster
or temporarily as an exception (lines 4-12). The new trajectory centers are calculated according to the clustering results.
The clustering process is terminated until the end condition
of the iterative process is satisﬁed (lines 14-21). Finally, the
algorithm GBWTC outputs a set of trajectory clusters
TgClusters and a set of abnormal trajectories TgAbnormal
(lines 22).

5. Experimental Evaluation
5.1. Experimental Data. We use two real-world datasets as
experimental data to verify the eﬃciency and accuracy of
the algorithm: (i) travel records of 536 taxis in San Francisco
in more than 30 days that include the longitude and latitude
of the vehicles, vehicle ID, time stamp, and whether they
carry passengers or not. In this paper, we extract the data
of a car in a day according to the time stamp, including

11943 trajectories and ﬁlter the longitude and latitude that
do not belong to San Francisco city. Finally, we select the
longitude and latitude, sampling time, and other attributes
to participate in the experiment; (ii) a month’s driving data
of 320 taxis in Rome City that includes the longitude and
latitude of the vehicle, vehicle ID, time stamp, and other
information. The dataset is also preprocessed according to
the above method, and a total of 7356 trajectories are
obtained eventually. Table 1 and Figure 9 show the statistical
information of the above two trajectory datasets and the
road network composed of the trajectory.
Figure 10 plots the initial distribution of users by average
travel time per day in San Francisco and Roman. It can be
observed that 89.23% and 82.79% of users have more than
6 hours of travel time in a day in the two datasets, which
provides abundant trajectory data for the experiment. There
are diﬀerences in more subdivided periods, as shown in
Figures 10(a) and 10(b), and 39.34% of users travel 6-9
hours a day in the San Francisco dataset, while 68.56% users
travel 6-9 hours a day in the Roman dataset. The existence of
diﬀerence increases the diversity and persuasiveness of
experimental results. Further, we plot the mean and standard deviation of the number of users each day per week
in the San Francisco and Roman datasets as showed in
Figure 11. It shows the stability of the San Francisco data
and the Rome data over time. The box plots of normalized
longitude and latitude of all moving trajectories of users each
week in a month in two datasets are shown in Figure 12. It
can be observed that the movement of users is basically in
the same region, and there are some diﬀerences in the range
of motion. Therefore, the data are valuable and the results
are representative.
5.2. Raw Algorithms in Comparison. GridCSD-TraceMob
ﬁrstly executes the trajectory mapping algorithm to calculate
the distance between trajectories iteratively. Each iteration is
divided into three steps: (1) the two trajectories with the
largest distance are selected as the initial pivots, (2) each trajectory is mapped to d-dimensional metric space, and (3) the
Euclidean distances between trajectories in the space are calculated. After the iteration, the classical K-means algorithm
is used for clustering.
TRACLUS partitions a trajectory into a series of subtrajectories and performs DBSCAN to group similar subtrajectories together. The algorithm determines whether each
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Table 1: Dataset statistics.

Regions
San Francisco Bay Area
Roman

Memory of dataset

Acquisition time

Number of trajectories

Number of GPS points

Sampling interval

411 MB
1.49 GB

2008.5.17−6.10
2014.2.1−3.2

11943
7356

12787048
21817852

10 s
7s

Cabs
13.00
12.95
12.90
12.85
12.80
12.75
12.70
12.65
12.60
12.55
12.50
12.45
12.40
y

y

Cabs
12.63
12.62
12.61
12.60
12.59
12.58
12.57
12.56
12.55
12.54
12.53
12.52
12.51
12.50
12.49
12.48
12.47
12.46
12.45
12.44
12.43
12.42
12.41
12.40
12.39
12.38
12.37
12.36
12.35
12.34
12.33
12.32
12.31
12.30
12.29
12.28
12.27
12.26
12.25
12.24

12.35
12.30
12.25
12.20
12.15
12.10
12.05
12.00
11.95
11.90
11.85
11.80
11.75
11.70
41.50 41.55 41.60 41.65 41.70 41.75 41.80 41.85 41.90 41.95 42.00 42.05 42.10 42.15 42.20 42.25 42.30
x

41.78 41.79 41.80 41.81 41.82 41.83 41.84 41.85 41.86 41.87 41.88 41.89 41.90 41.91 41.92 41.93 41.94 41.95 41.96 41.97 41.98 41.99
x

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: The distribution of real datasets. (a) San Francisco Bay Area. (b) Roman.
49.89%

68.56%

14.23%
1.75%

1.02%

39.34%

15.46%

9.75%
<3 h
3-6 h

6-9 h
9-12 h
(a)

<3 h
3-6 h

6-9 h
9-12 h
(b)

Figure 10: Initial distribution of users by average travel time. (a) San Francisco datasets. (b) Roman datasets.

point of the trajectory meets the segmentation conditions
based on the minimum description principle. In the
DBSCAN phase, the iteration is executed for nsub times,
which is the number of subtrajectories. In each iteration,
the subtrajectory in the cluster is performed two steps: (1)
ε-neighborhood query and (2) cluster expansion performs
a linear scanning for each selected subtrajectory’s neighbors.
K-means is a classical clustering method, in which clusters are groups of elements characterized by a small distance
to the cluster center. The general process of K-means is to
assign each element to the nearest cluster center and update

the cluster centers. This process is repeated until a convergence condition is satisﬁed.
5.3. Parameter Settings. The parameter gridsize is as follows.
To determine the sequence of trajectory grid cells, the size of
grid cell gridsize needs to be provided to grid cell space.
Users may provide their desirable parameters or use the
suggested parameters. Generally, most of the dense road sections are concentrated in the city center in the whole dataset
of road network, while the distribution of trajectory in some
suburban or marginal areas is relatively sparse. Hence, the
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Figure 11: The average number of users each day per week.
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Figure 12: The box plots of the longitude and latitude distribution. (a) San Francisco datasets. (b) Roman datasets.

size of grid cell in grid cell space should not be set too large,
to avoid the loss of vehicle driving conditions in dense road
sections. But it should not also be set too small; otherwise,
the eﬃciency of the subsequent trajectory clustering stage
will be reduced. In our experiments, the grid cell size is set
to be 0.1 by default.
In our experiments, to identify the optimal grid cell size,
we run GBWTC and GridCSD-TraceMob algorithms with
diﬀerent grid cell sizes ranging from 0.025 to 0.2 at an interval of 0.025 on the Roman dataset and San Francisco dataset.
Figure 13 shows the performance comparison of these two
clustering algorithms in terms of SI under given trajectory
number and cluster number on the datasets, respectively.
As shown in Figures 13(a) and 13(b), the SI index of both
decreases gradually with the increase of gridsize. The reason
is that the trajectories located in diﬀerent road segments or
far away from each other will be divided into the same grid

when gridsize is set too large, which will cause the error of
trajectory similarity measurement. Under the same gridsize
, even when gridsize is larger, the SI index obtained by
GBWTC is higher in two diﬀerent road network datasets,
which indicates that the trajectory clustering results obtained
by GBWTC have higher similarity in the same cluster, and
the separation degree of trajectories between diﬀerent clusters is also higher, that is, compared with GridCSD-Tracemob, GBWTC has a better overall clustering quality.
However, the eﬃciency of the algorithm aﬀected by gri
dsize cannot be taken into account only by the SI index,
and the optimal parameters cannot be determined. We further compare GBWTC with GridCSD-TraceMob in terms
of running time with diﬀerent gridsize ranging from 0.025
to 0.2 at an interval of 0.025. We plot the mean and standard
deviation of the algorithm running time across 8 grid cell
spaces with diﬀerent sizes in Figure 14. As illustrated in
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Figure 13: Comparison of clustering quality using SI with diﬀerent gridsize. (a) San Francisco datasets (2400 trajectories, k = 15). (b)
Roman datasets (2000 trajectories, k = 15).
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Figure 14: Comparison of algorithm running time with diﬀerent gridsize. (a) San Francisco datasets (2400 trajectories, k = 15). (b) Roman
datasets (2000 trajectories, k = 15).

Figures 14(a) and 14(b), the running time presents an overall
downward trend with the increase of gridsize. The larger the
gridsize, the shorter the running time. It is obvious that the
running time of GBWTC is shorter and smoother than that
of GridCSD-TraceMob algorithm, and the standard deviation of running time is smaller. Moreover, we observe that
GBWTC is approximately four times faster than GridCSDTraceMob on average.
It can be observed from Figures 13 and 14 that the SI
index is higher and the running time is faster than other
smaller grid cell sizes when gridsize is 0.1, which is a more
suitable gridsize parameter. Therefore, the gridsize is set as
0.1 of GBWTC and GridCSD-TraceMob in the other experiments of this paper.

The parameter k is as follows. To better divide the
trajectories, the number of clusters k needs to be provided. In our work, we run GBWTC, GridCSD-TraceMob, and K-means algorithms with diﬀerent numbers
of clusters ranging from 2 to 15 at an interval of 1. Since
TraClus is a density-based clustering algorithm, it does
not participate in the comparison. Figure 15 plots the
mean and standard deviation of SI index of the three
algorithms across 14 diﬀerent numbers of clusters in the
San Francisco and Roman datasets. For these two datasets, no matter how the value of k changes, GBWTC
shows a stronger clustering eﬀect than the other two
algorithms, which shows the eﬀectiveness of our improvement in the distance measurement and the steps in the
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Figure 15: Comparison of clustering quality using SI with diﬀerent numbers of clusters. (a) San Francisco datasets (2400 trajectories, gri
dsize = 0:1). (b) Roman datasets (2000 trajectories, gridsize = 0:1).
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Figure 16: Comparison of clustering quality using SI with diﬀerent numbers of trajectories. (a) San Francisco datasets (k = 15, gridsize = 0:1
). (b) Roman datasets (k = 15, gridsize = 0:1).

clustering process to some extent. Since three algorithms
have good clustering eﬀect with 15 clusters in the two datasets, the number of clusters k of GBWTC, GridCSD-TraceMob, and K-means is set by 15 in all other experiments of
this paper.
5.4. Performance Evaluation. We conduct a simulationbased evaluation of our proposed grid-based whole trajectory clustering model in terms of clustering quality and runtime performance in comparison with existing approaches.
We implement all of these algorithms in IntelliJ IDEA
2018.3.5 (64-bit), and all experiments are conducted on a
Windows PC workstation equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM)
i5-5200U CPU@2.20 GHz and 4 GB of memory.

We evaluate the clustering quality of GBWTC in comparison with GridCSD-TraceMob, TraClus, and K-means
in terms of Silhouette Coeﬃcient, which are representatives
of whole trajectory-based, subtrajectory-based, and pointbased clustering. The value of Silhouette Coeﬃcients is proportional to the clustering quality, and the closer to 1, the
better the clustering quality is. We run these four algorithms,
GBWTC, GridCSD-TraceMob, TraClus, and K-Means, with
diﬀerent numbers of trajectories ranging from 400 to 3200 at
an interval of 400. For each number of trajectories, we generate 8 random trajectory datasets. Figure 16 plots the mean
and standard deviation of the SI index across 8 diﬀerent
datasets for each number of trajectories in San Francisco
and Roman datasets. It can be observed that the SI index
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Figure 17: Comparison of algorithm running time with diﬀerent numbers of trajectories. (a) San Francisco datasets (k = 15, gridsize = 0:1).
(b) Roman datasets (k = 15, gridsize = 0:1).
Table 2: Comparison of running time.
Number of trajectories
Running time of Scheme 1 (s)
Running time of Scheme 2 (s)

20

40

60

80

100

120

0.33
37.27

0.72
68.62

0.87
87.71

0.99
122.76

1.12
157.29

1.26
184.95

of GBWTC algorithm is closer to 1. With the change of
parameters, the SI index of GBWTC is higher than that of
the other three clustering algorithms in most cases, that is
to say, it shows good adaptability and eﬀect in dealing with
diﬀerent number of trajectories.
Figure 17 compares the proposed clustering algorithm
GBWTC with GridCSD-TraceMob, TraClus, and K-means
in terms of running time. We run these four algorithms with
diﬀerent numbers of trajectories on the real-world San Francisco and Roman datasets, ranging from 400 to 3200 at an
interval of 400 trajectories. Again, for each number of trajectories, we generate 8 random trajectory datasets. We plot the
mean and standard deviation of the algorithm running time
across 8 datasets for each number of trajectories in
Figure 17. These results show that GBWTC runs signiﬁcantly faster than the other three algorithms in comparison
for both San Francisco and Roman datasets, and the change
speed of GBWTC algorithm is more gentle. The superiority
of GBWTC becomes more obvious as the number of trajectories increases. This is because the GBWTC algorithm eliminates some useless points in the dataset before clustering
and optimizes the selection of the clustering center in the
clustering process, so that the clustering process is easier to
converge, and there is no need for secondary mapping in
the clustering process.
In addition, there are two advantages in the implementation of the steps of deleting redundant, abnormal, and
stranded cells in the trajectory grid serialization: one is to
reduce the running time; the other is to reduce the interference of these cells on clustering results. Table 2 shows the

time comparison of whether to remove redundant, abnormal and stranded cells in San Francisco dataset using the
GBWTC algorithm. The ﬁrst scheme is to remove the
redundant points, while the second scheme is not.

6. Conclusion
We proposed a novel grid-based whole trajectory clustering
model, referred to as GBWTC, which leverages the mapping
theory to form the simple and representative grid trajectory.
The proposed approach has potential to determine not only
a series of trajectory clusters but also some abnormal trajectories and GPS points. Extensive experiments demonstrated
that GBWTC signiﬁcantly improves the clustering quality
over the existing methods. The proposed whole trajectory
clustering approach has a wide range of applications in various traﬃc and location service systems, including vehicle
path planning, urban planning, service ecommendation,
traﬃc navigation, logistics and distribution, and detection
and prevention of abnormal events.

Data Availability
The San Francisco Bay Area Dataset analyzed during the
current study is available in the Dataverse repository 10
.15783/C7J010. The Roman Dataset during the current study
is available in the Dataverse repository 10.15783/C7QC7M.
These datasets were derived from the following public
domain
resources:
https://crawdad.org/epﬂ/mobility/
20090224, https://crawdad.org/roma/taxi/20140717.
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